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PREFACE

5

The choice to travel to Graz and study the Kunsthaus Graz was no abstract decision. 

Being awarded the Reginald W. Cave scholarship makes this research possible. The 

Kunsthaus, a destination to explore as a designer. The Kunsthaus, a destination that 

make sense in the context of my experience.

As an architecture student I live the majority of my time in a detached hypothetical 

‘experimental’ design world which could be mocked in Alastair Parvin‘s words as 

designing “salmon farms on mars” (2013). The Kunsthaus Graz on first glance stands 

out as a building that has fallen right out of a student project, seemingly using an 

‘experimental’ form (if it was farming salmon from the near by river Mur no design tutor 

would bat an eyelid). There seems more to this than first reading and I want to find out 

what that is. Additionally exploring an ‘experimental’ agenda gives an opportunity to 

expand on my previous use of ‘experimental’ 1:1 interventions (fig.03).

AUSTRIA

GRAZ

VIENNA

In Madrid I created ‘Balloons for Salamanca’, 6 installations tackling the issue of density with IE University · fig.03 madrid (author, 2011)fig.02 tickets (author, 2014)
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preface

a. rucksack b. dslr charger c. toiletries d. dslr e. macbook charger f. macbook g. backup hdd h. shoes
 i. swiss army knife j. laser measure k. tape l. iphone m. sketch book n. riba journal 

o. note book p. earphones q. experimental architecture by peter cook r. a friendly alien by dieter bogner 
s. passport t. smints u. shoulder bag v. stationary w. masking tape x. wallet y. clothes

fig.04 packing (author, 2014)

fig.05 layout (author, 2014)
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A&O Hostel

Graz Hauptbahnhof (train station)

Kunsthaus

Kaspar Harnisch (arts supply shop)

M1 (bar/cafe)

the old town

südtiroler platz

gries district

R
iver M

ur

Annenstraße

LOCATION

Lendkai 1, 8020 Graz, Austria

Kunsthaus Graz is located just west of the river Mur in the centre of Graz (fig.06) 

(Bogner, 2004, p.4), the second largest city in Austria (icomedias.com, n.d.). 

Completed in 2003 it was a major part of city’s activities during its year as European 

Capital of Culture (Pakesch, n.d., p.5). The building was met with appreciation from 

the general public accepting the ‘friendly alien’ as a major new icon for the city. It acts 

as an exhibition space for contemporary art from the last 4 decades, with large opens 

spaces that are often specifically adapted for each artist (fig.15) (Pakesch, n.d., p.21).

9

fig.06 map (Google, 2013)



KEY FACTS

CLIENT    Kunsthaus Graz AG

FUNDING   Bundesrepublik
    Land Steiermark
    Stadt Graz

USERS    Landesmuseum Joanneum
    Camera Austria
    Medien.KUNSTLABOR
    Kunsthaus Bookshop
    Les Viperes, Cafe / Bar / Restaurant

DESIGN MANAGEMENT  ARGE Kunsthaus:
    Spacelab (architects) · Architektur Consult 
    (architects) · Bollinger + Grohmann (engineers)

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS  Bollinger + Grohmann

BIX FACADE   realities:united

SPACELAB   Peter Cook, Colin Fournier with 
    Niels Jonkhans, Mathis Osterhag, Marcos Cruz, 
    Nicola Haines, Karim Hamza, Anja Leonhäuser, 
    Jamie Norden

ARCHITECTS    Dietmar Ott (project manager), Niels Jonkhans 
    (design architect), Gernot Stangl, Sigrid Brell-Cokcan
     (3D-engineering), Gerhard Eder (technical coordination),
     Werner Riedl (construction supervisor), Johanna
     Digruber, Daniela Fritz, Herbert Hazmuka, Hans 
    Kaponig, Eduard Kölbl, Peter Löcker, Florian Lohberger, 
    Ernst Plank, Herwig Stern, Bernd Priesching, Christian 
    Probst.

COMPETITION   April, 2000
START OF CONSTRUCTION July 12, 2001
CORNERSTONE    February 28, 2002
COMPLETION    September 27, 2003
NET AREA    11,100 m2 
FLOOR AREA    13,100 m2  (incl. underground car park)
ACRYLIC PANELS (OUTSIDE)  1068   (size up to 2m x 3m x 20mm)
ACRYLIC PANELS (INSIDE)   185   (size up to 2m x 3m x 08mm)
NOZZLES    16 
‘BUBBLE’ WEIGHT   3,9 million kg

11

fig.07 bix (author, 2014)



Thursday 28th August, 2014

1 BUS, 2 PLANES AND A TRAIN

Depart:  Heathrow, London  07:40

It must be noted that this travel scholarship has enabled me to visit Graz with the 

primary focus Kunsthaus Graz, however I can’t help absorbing and commenting on 

the outside factors, historic, cultural and otherwise. With that said, this journal will 

have a somewhat scattered view of Graz, it does not aim to address the 900 years 

of history, why would it? That can be found on a handy tourist leaflet.

Having not been to the Kunsthaus before it was hard to define the exact nature of 

my research however in the run up to the trip I have become stuck on the concept 

of skin. This ties back into Archigram and an explanation on what Peter Cook call 

‘experimental architecture’ (Cook, 1990). This sets off the initial goal – how does one 

address the skin (fig.09) of the Kunsthaus?

Arrive:  Graz, Austria   12:30

13

DAY 1

fig.5 acrylic (author, 2014)

fig.08 europe (Ssolbergj, 2008) fig.09 latex model (Spacelab, 2000)
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WRONG SIDE

Arrive:  A&O Hostel, Graz 13:45 

As I wander, travel worn in the direction of my hostel a local on a bike calls out:

“Pick one side or the other!”

I complied, surprised by the lack of pavement markings. Soon after I found, not only 

was I on the wrong side of the pavement, but also that my hostel was on the “wrong” 

side of the river Mur. Leaving the hostel and walking down Annenstraße (fig.10)

towards the old town the long established socio-economic divide in the city was 

clear with the left still comparatively deprived. However as soon as you hit Südtiroler 

Platz things changed. The audio guide (Pakesch, n.d.) to the Kunsthaus Graz notes 

“the left side and bad side” 

The Kunsthaus Graz, however, broke this tradition, a cultural institution on the wrong 

side, said to be “a wind of change revitalising the Gries [district]” (Pakesch, n.d.). First 

sight of the Kunsthaus’ skin was just a glance as it protruded out from behind one 

of its neighbours, from street level and approaching from the west, it is surprisingly 

hard to spot.

Briefly walking into the Kunsthaus lobby I decided to better orient myself by exploring 

the city, crossing the river Mur into old town. Surrounded by renaissance, gothic and 

baroque architecture I came across M1 a building accessed by a dramatic glass lift, 

allowing for views out over the surrounding roof tops. Close by is the Kaspar craft/

arts supply store that would be needed in the coming days. 

day 1

fig.10 annenstraße (author, 2014)



Friday 29th August, 2014

THE FRIENDLY ALIEN

Today was a relaxed slow paced exploration of the Kunsthaus. The dramatic entrance  

of rising up an escalator (pin) (fig.13) into the belly (skin) of the alien is enjoyable, I 

repeated it a few times, getting some nice steady video shots! The first exhibition 

space (Space 02) is very dark, much darker than most exhibition spaces I’ve been 

to, but the work of Karl Neubacher (fig.19) who is exhibiting was well presented. 

I was quite surprised by the interior skin (fig.17) - a dark grey, triangulated mesh, 

that seemed so distant and detached from the translucent exterior panels. Peering 

through the gaps I could appreciate the thickness of the skin, easily more than 1 

metre, somewhat counter to the thin and flexible characteristics of the ‘skin’ that I had 

in my head.

Moving up to Space 01 I was presented with a vast open space, warehouse like, 

filled with the playful, colourful work of Katharina Grosse (fig.15), that I really wanted 

to touch - It’s so annoying how so many tactile exhibitions can’t be touched, quite a 

pet peeve of mine. This space has the nozzles (fig.16) that in theory bring light in, but 

as they seemed to be constantly supplemented with strip lighting, have they become 

redundant? The needle (fig.20) was by far the most enjoyable space to be in, aside 

from what seemed like excessive structure blocking your view. However it’s not an 

exhibition space, you couldn’t control the lighting etc.

DAY 2

17
fig.11 lobby (author, 2014) fig.12 skin & pin (Cook, 1999)



fig.13 escalator (author, 2014) fig.14 signage (author, 2014)



fig.15 space 1 (author, 2014)



fig.16 nozzle (author, 2014)

fig.17 inner skin (author, 2014)

fig.18 view from needle (author, 2014)

fig.19 karl neubacher (author, 2014)



fig.20 needle (author, 2014)



DAY 3
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Saturday 30th August, 2014

RAINING & READING

Raining. Maybe an opportune time to gather thoughts, be a bit lazy and spend some 

of the day sitting around my hostel room. Much has been written about context 

and the apparent lack of context (fig.29) in the Spacelab design, however reading 

A Friendly Alien by Bogner (2004) it seems easy to dismiss most of this pop-culture 

opinion. It’s also a rather well discussed topic and one which I don’t think I can 

contribute much to. Additionally I’m not excited to discuss the intent of the building 

from the view point of city officials and the idea they were trying to emulate the Frank 

Gehry Guggenheim ‘Bilbao effect’. 

I guess my thoughts are narrowing back down to where I started on day 1, it’s all 

about that skin, I will visit again tomorrow with this focused view.

fig.21 skin meets glass (author, 2014) fig.29 context (author, 2014)



Sunday 31st August, 2014

SUCCESSFUL SKIN?

DAY 4

29
fig.22 snow breakers (author, 2014)

snow breakers

sprinkler nozzle

electrical cabling

acrylic hold points

fig.23 detail sketch (author, 2014)

My thoughts on the skin seem to keep switching, I’m sure it works, then I’m sure it 

doesn’t. Successful? On what criteria do I judge this? There seems to be a conflict 

in my mind!

Sketching skin details: (fig.23) I’m trying to get to grips with its various parts, the odd 

looking snow breakers, the sprinklers added due to the fire performance of acrylic 

panels (Pakesch, n.d., p.59) and the quite pronounced gaps between panels.
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fig.24 panel sketch (author, 2014)

sprinkler nozzle

stair

lift

pin

needle

acrylic hold points

fig.25 skin detail (author, 2014)

fig.26 drawing (author, 2014)

fig.27 sketch plan (author, 2014)



There are some quite obvious failures. The large gaps in panels have meant dirt on 

the underside of the skin has collected (fig.30). For a 11 year old building that doesn’t 

look great. Additionally on a personal level, it seems strange to me that I can’t touch 

the outer skin, something I had just assumed you would be able to do before I visited. 

The closest you can get is in the cafe (fig.32) - for such an organic building, that just 

doesn’t work for me.

This extract (one of several) from the competition entry Spacelab made really stands 

out. It seemed in the entry to be a major part of the scheme, yet what was built is far 

from it. I’m fully aware things change between competition and an actual building but 

this is an intriguing and sizable contrast.

33
fig.31 breaker sketch (author, 2014)

day 4

fig.30 dirty skin (author, 2014)

(Bogner, 2004, p.42)

“Fluids, fiber optics cables and other infrastructure elements are 

channelled through the skin by means of laminated bladders...

The performance specifications of the skin vary continuously 

along its surface, from the properties of rigid, opaque surface 

to those of a flexible, transparent membrane.”
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fig.28 sketchbook (author, 2014)fig.32 can’t touch (author, 2014)

day 4

So I’m deciding to explore this apparent contrast further. I’m starting to think about 

an installation that could address the original competition entry. I have limited time, 

resources and I’d be working out of my hostel room. It has to be portable and small. 

 

Sketching it out I’m looking at the ideas of seamless panels, embedded cables, thin 

composition, embedded screens and a human tactile element. Maybe something 

built around my body?



DAY 5

Monday 1st September, 2014

AWAY DAY

Depart:  Graz, Austria   08:15

Arrive:  WU Campus, Vienna 10:45

37

CRAB studio was setup in 2006 by Peter Cook and Gavin Robotham. It was rather 

convenient that CRAB studio arguably the spiritual successor to Spacelab had 

a new building not far from Graz in Vienna. The Departments of Law and Central 

Administration for Vienna University of Economics and Business opened in 2013 as 

part of the new WU Campus. There is a clear hand of Cook in the work, but it does 

seem somewhat pedestrian compared to the Kunsthaus. It was raining, but the red, 

yellow and orange tones of the building shone through. Oh and the Kunsthaus light 

‘nozzles’ (fig.34) make an appearance!

fig.33 inside school (author, 2014)

fig.34 outside school (author, 2014) fig.35 crab plan (Crab Studio, 2013)
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d

e
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a. Crab Studio b. NO.MAD Arquitectos c. Estudio Carme Pinos S.L 
d. Zaha Hadid e. BUSarchitektur ZT GmbH f. Atel ier Hitoshi Abe

day 5

WU Campus Site

fig.36 wood skin detail (author, 2014) fig.37 wood skin (author, 2014)
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The building skin is quite different, concrete with a tacked on wooden skin of louvres 

(fig.36). Obviously the buildings are for totally different uses. There wasn’t anything many 

people would consider experimental. However it was an enjoyable building to wander 

round, the lighting fixtures (fig.38) are great and attention to detail was high. Additionally 

there was a well executed use of colour to define spaces and usage. It was hard not 

to think about how things might have changed for Cook over the 12 years since the 

Kunsthaus, or the influence of those who he is working with now, compared to then. 

None of the skin ideas explored in the Kunsthaus competition entry (aside from the 

nozzles) were there - makes me think, what happened to those unbuilt ideas? Maybe 

they just weren’t suitable, or are they now completely useless or just not buildable? 

 

I didn’t have a huge amount of time as I knew I had to get back to Graz to build my 

installation and wanted to have a chance to see the other buildings that are part of 

the campus, so I moved on.

day 5

fig.38 crab lighting (author, 2014)

fig.39 shared space (Cook, 2012) fig.40 academic block (Crab Studio, 2013)



It really is an architectural playground of a campus. Zaha Hadid’s Library & Learning 

Center (fig.41) just across from CRAB dominates and is the first curvy Zaha building 

I’ve visited. It was slightly disconcerting walking up ramps, not knowing what was flat 

and what wasn’t, but the building seemed well used and it was clear the university 

was very pleased to have it. Various parts of the white walls needed re-painting, I 

guess that’s the problem when everything is white.

I briefly walked round the other buildings but it was still raining and I needed to get 

back.

Depart:  WU Campus, Vienna  14:15

Arrive:  Graz, Austria  16:45

fig.42 BUSarchitektur (author, 2014)

43

fig.41 zaha hadid (author, 2014)



Tuesday 2nd September, 2014

COMMENT?

DAY 6

4544

After buying polystyrene panels and 

various other small bits from the Kaspar 

Harnisch (arts supply shop) I spent 

last night and this morning working 

on the installation. Breaking down the 

panels and forming a new seamless, 

composite skin for me to wear.

fig.43 self skin (author, 2014) fig.44 making comment (author, 2014)
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day 6day 6

fig.45 putting on comment (author, 2014)
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day 6day 6

fig.46 the comment (author, 2014)
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a

d

b

c

a

b

c

d

“skin is a laminated fabric incorporating a

 mesh of tensile threads”

“compression ribs enabling it to span the width of the roof 

without intermediate structural supports”

“fluids, fiber optics cables and other infrastructure 

elements are channelled through the fabric”

“insert within the skin discrete elements such as audio-

visual display screens, loudspeakers...”

fig.50 the comment (author, 2014)fig.49 comment details (author, 2014)

day 6

Elements of the installation relate to the various ideas put forward by Spacelab in the 

competition entry (Bogner, 2004, p.42).
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fig.47 meeting frans (author, 2014) fig.48 interaction with skin (author, 2014)

Wearing the ‘proposed skin’ of the Kunsthaus, outside the Kunsthaus, is my comment 

or you could say a ‘sandwich board’ for Spacelab’s design. It drew some attention 

and interaction, maybe they took pity on me for looking so strange? Interestingly 

Franz (fig.47) told me he was an artist who has exhibited at the Kunsthaus many 

years ago and the woman with an umbrella (fig.48) is an architect. I guess this might 

tell you about the sort of people who are wondering past the Kunsthaus? 

Importantly it has allowed me explore the key design changes within the skin, by 

becoming part of it and bringing it down to a human level - something people can 

actually touch. This has allowed me to focus my thoughts and ask questions. If there 

is such a contrast between the competition and what was built, was that studio work 

worth the time? Did the experimental design in the studio push innovations in the built 

skin, even though the result was different? How experimental is the skin? How do I 

define experimental?

All of which I feel are strong questions to conclude this exploratory journal and a good 

starting point for my dissertation.

Depart:  Graz, Austria   17:50

Arrive:  Heathrow, London  21:15
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